
A Few Bad Newbies LLC Business Proposal 

My name is William Simmons, the owner, founder, and developer of A Few Bad Newbies LLC. I am 

reaching out to explore potential partnership opportunities that align with our groundbreaking venture—

the first-ever blockchain insurance agency, or with the overall “A Few Bad Newbies ecosystem” as a whole. 

Overview of A Few Bad Newbies: A Few Bad Newbies is more than just an up-and-coming esports 

organization or insurance agency; it's a multifaceted platform providing free entertainment, open 

worldwide competition ladders, a variety streaming network, and optional business plans to cater to a 

diverse audience. 

• Free Entertainment: Enjoy free anime, browser games, radio stations, iHeart Radio, and a virtual 

lounge. 

• Open & Free Worldwide Competition Ladder: Compete across various platforms and games 

with advanced features like a challenge system, leaderboards, and seasonal gameplay. 

• Free Variety Streaming Network: Watch user-submitted streams or explore a wide range of 

games and content. 

• AFBN Online Education: Unlock the potential of Web3 with an optional affiliate program and 

teacher registration for creating and selling courses. 

• AFBN Book Shelf: Dive into captivating books authored by the CEO of A Few Bad Newbies. 

• AFBN Merchandise Shop: Explore a diverse range of merchandise with worldwide shipment and 

a robust refund/return policy. 

• AFBN Revenue Sharing NFT: Become part of our community, contribute to charitable initiatives, 

and enjoy exclusive benefits like automatic raffle entries and NFT Holder Only returns. 

• AFBN $DRIP Token: Experience a gas-free automatic reward system with every transaction. 

• AFBN IERC-20 SmartContracts: Empower individuals to create their own cryptocurrency on 

Binance Smartchain, Polygon Blockchain, or Ethereum Mainnet. 

• AFBN Advertising & Promotions: Maximize your audience growth with cost-effective 

promotions and advertising options, including a free affiliation program. 

• CryptoGuard Insurance: Combine the concept of 401k and how insurance policies should be, 

with flexible membership options catering to different needs, budgets, and preferences while 

accepting both centralized and decentralized payment options. 

I would be honored to discuss potential collaboration and how we can mutually benefit from a 

partnership. Please let me know a time that suits you for a more in-depth conversation. 

Thank you for considering A Few Bad Newbies LLC as a potential partner. I look forward to the 

opportunity of working together. 

Best regards, 

William Simmons - Owner, Founder, and Developer of A Few Bad Newbies LLC.  
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